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Topic: Zadar’s history through VR glasses. Proposed product /
service / process: -Aerial footage with DJi drones -3D modeling
-Animation and ringing. The advantages of this project include: 
-our company will be owner of an innovative and unique product 
-the product will bring new customers -company will offer a 

new product to previous customers -extending tourist season 
-company will increase income -integrating new knowledge 
-applying modern audiovisual technologies will lead to learning 
and memorizing more easily.
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Taste Dalmatia Memory Box

It is our goal to connect our 2 brands TASTE DALMATIA (www.
tastedalmatia.hr) and DALMATIA HERITAGE (www.dalmatia-
heritage.com), i.e. multi day tailor- made tours based on food 
and wine, but also on history, culture and heritage intended 
for smaller groups. At the end of the tour, the idea is to give 
some kind of gift box that would contain different souvenirs 
with emphasis on a Cookbook with traditional authentic recipes, 
that our guests have tried during their time spent traveling and 
socializing with us. What is innovative in this project, besides 
having a souvenir regarding our business, is also a new way of 

marketing; idea that guests who use our services when arriving 
to their homes and when they are telling their families, friends 
and colleagues how they spent their vacation they actually use 
our memory box. They cook according to our recipes and thus 
pass on the emotions, tastes and scents that followed them on 
their journey. This is how direct marketing is done by telling 
about the days spent on the tour, eating food and having fun in 
flavors and scents that remind them of beautiful memories, and 
thus encourage a new round of people to use our services.

COMPANY

Shuttle Tours d.o.o.
SME providing tourist services in Croatia, organizing day and multi day tours  
and providing private luxury transfers
Zadar, Croatia
https://www.shuttletours.net

KNOWLEDGE PROVIDER

Motus Vis d.o.o.
Zagreb, Croatia
https://designbureauizvorkajuric.com/kontakt/

Blue Growth

Innovation

Creative

Tourism

Food

Souvenirs
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Logipymes will build a new custom market with blue vision thanks 
to the capacity of the customer for offering services in other local 
markets in addition to Croatia. In other words, the customer should 
increase the visibility provide that Logipymes execute actions:
1. to protect of the environment
2. to remove obsolete communication.
In the first steps, we will analyze the internal factors, new proposal
of segments and new improvements in the website in order to
increase the potential marketing. Thanks to this, the customer can
obtain these results:
A.  Personalisation and segmentation – with email marketing the 

customer can personalise messages.
B. Environmentally-friendly – email marketing is better for the 

environment than direct marketing by postal mail.
C. Real-time marketing – through email marketing the customer 

can connect with customers in real-time.
D. Time-saving – through automation the customer can trigger 

emails to be sent to customers based on an action they have 
performed on your website

E. Conversions and increased sales – if Zara Agent has a new 
promotion people can click on links and follow your call-toaction 
immediately.


